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Dear Friends and Benefactors,

9 April 2019

As you can see in the photo below, we are blessed this year with a somewhat larger community. If you look closely,
you will notice eight new faces in the picture because we have seven seminarians studying in the year of Humanities as
well as one new candidate for the brotherhood. The diversity of backgrounds represented by these eight men can
scarcely be exaggerated! There are three from the District of Australia and New Zealand while the other five have
traveled to Holy Cross from great distances – both geographically and culturally. None of them are saints. But they
are men who take life seriously enough to at least make an honest effort to discover what their life is supposed to be.
Not every man is meant to come to the seminary or novitiate in order to discern his vocation. But every man and

The community of Holy Cross Seminary, April, 2019

The Field
For decades, seminarians have battled one another to score goals on a small, spare patch of land situated
between the Seminary’s main building and the basketball court. No matter what soccer ball they would
use for Sunday and Wednesday recreations, it always seemed to be outside the narrow boundaries specified for legitimate play. Half of the games seemed to be spent chasing the ball onto the basketball pitch,
down the Seminary’s driveway, or into the laundry yard.

The bulldozer and water truck in action, January, 2019.

of Dreams
No more! This past summer, the cows were gently nudged off one of their paddocks on the Seminary’s 28hectare grounds to make way for a bulldozer and a water truck. After a few days of grading and shaping, a
new soccer field that seminarians could previously only dream about was born. It is as spacious as the previous field was cramped. After some timely rain transforms it from brown to green, seminarians will flood out
onto their new soccer pitch, happy to be able to kick the ball as hard as they wish!

The new soccer field in April with the beginnings of a grassy surface.
The seminarians are hoping that the field will be ready after Easter.

Playing on the old soccer pitch, the seminarians were hemmed in by the
basketball court, St Joseph’s House, and the Seminary driveway.

woman is meant to take life seriously enough to give real thought to what their unique part in God’s benevolent order
truly is and where their path to happiness truly lies. No one is meant to drift from one half-considered past-time to
another until their life is behind them and freedom of choice becomes impossible. Therefore, the pressing question is
how to form men and women who have this basic sense of the seriousness of life. Nothing heroic – at least, not necessarily –
and certainly nothing sad or cynical. That is not seriousness. What is required is that simple, quite human appreciation
that life is meant to be lived with purpose and not simply enjoyed as if it were a school holiday that never ends.
This is a question of education. Not education in the modern sense of acquiring marketable skills and financial selfsufficiency – although, for some, even that would be a welcome expansion of their ambitions. Education in the full
sense of the word, in fact the only true sense of the word, is a formation of the whole person. It includes the
acquisition of truth, the formation of good judgment, and the development of virtue, both natural and supernatural.
(In passing, let it be said that this formation of good judgment is a terribly under-appreciated and disastrously neglected
aspect of education.) Education is too vast of a topic to be justly treated in this letter, but permit me to offer a few
concrete suggestions to parents which might assist them in developing in their children this basic sense of seriousness.
Do not allow a child to determine for himself what level of effort is appropriate. Very few children possess a natural drive or love of
work sufficient for the demands of life. Children must be pushed. Habits of effort and persistence must be developed
by practice. It is cruel to deprive a child of the habits which will enable him or her to live a life worthy of the name.
Insist that children follow through on commitments and fulfill their obligations. The moments when we are “cornered” between
our duty and our selfishness – between are better self and our lesser self – are the moments of destiny. If we allow
children to follow their laziness or emotions at these moments we both weaken them and deceive them: weaken them
because moral courage will diminish in function of their cowardly choice; deceive them because they will conclude that
everything will be fine despite their cowardly choice … why else would their parents have allowed them to make it?
Give children a joyful childhood. This is not contrary to the first two points; it is only possible given the first two points!
Unless a child is pushed to apply effort and to persevere, he or she will never experience any significant success or
sense of achievement. Unless children are expected to fulfill commitments and duties, they will never experience the
joy of mastering themselves. But in addition to these sources of happiness, strive to give children the normal joys of
childhood: healthy recreations, genuine family affection, encouragement in difficulty, recognition in achievement.
A child or young adult who has experienced life in this way will face adulthood with a priceless combination of humility
and confidence. They will know that life is serious because it is precious. They will neither fear the world nor despise it.
They will know that they have a place in it: a noble place, where their efforts and generosity will matter to God and,
through God’s plan, to the world. And they will be eager to find that place.
Wishing you and your families true joy and many graces in the upcoming Easter season,

Fr Daniel Themann

